For Immediate Release
ProTrans Selected a 2015 Top 100 Third-Party Logistics (3PL) Provider
Indianapolis, IN (August 24, 2015) ProTrans announces recognition as a 2015 Top 100 3PL Logistics Provider
from Inbound Logistics (IL). The Top 100 list appears in the July 2015 issue and is posted online in a digital
edition.
Top 100 Selection Methodology
Each year, Inbound Logistics editors select the best logistics solutions providers by carefully evaluating submitted
information, conducting personal interviews, online research, and comparing that data to their readers’
burgeoning global supply chain and logistics challenges. The service providers IL selected are companies that, in
the opinion of IL editors, offer the diverse operational capabilities and experience to meet readers' unique supply
chain and logistics needs.
“When choosing the 2015 Top 100 3PL Providers, Inbound Logistics editors looked for providers
demonstrating excellence in optimizing transportation and logistics operations, as well as
transformative solutions that drive integration across internal and external business processes.
ProTrans was selected because its solutions solve specific logistics challenges, improve
processes, and create a ripple effect of efficiencies across the entire value chain. Inbound
Logistics is proud to honor ProTrans for innovative solutions empowering logistics and supply
chain excellence in 2015.” – Felecia Stratton, Editor, Inbound Logistics
“Being considered a Top 100 logistics company is a true honor. This award demonstrates the
commitment ProTrans continues to exhibit in delivering solutions that make a difference for our
customers. We are proud to again receive this award by IL.” – Shawn Masters, Chief
Commercial Officer, ProTrans
About Inbound Logistics
Inbound Logistics is the leading trade magazine targeted toward business logistics and supply chain managers.
The magazine's editorial mission is to help companies of all sizes better manage corporate resources by speeding
and reducing inventory, supporting infrastructure and better matching demand signals to supply lines. More
information is available at www.inboundlogistics.com
About ProTrans
ProTrans founded in 1993, is a non-asset based North American logistics management provider with customized
solutions to improve customer efficiencies across their supply chains. Headquartered in Indianapolis, Indiana
ProTrans operates service centers throughout Canada, Mexico and the U.S.
Throughout its over twenty-two years in business, ProTrans has been the recipient of many awards from
numerous customers and publications, including Mahle’s “Innovation in Action” award, Inbound Logistics: Top 100
3PL Provider, Inc. 500/5000: Fastest-Growing Private Companies in America and more. Visit www.protrans.com
to learn more.
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